
- Capless design
- Includes strap hole

Features

RUF3-HSLTV series

USB 3.0 handles huge amounts of data easily

- USB 3.0 support
- Strong forced encryption function
- Virus Check

The RUF3-HSLTV features a "virus check function" that automatically detects and 
quarantines viruses. Saved and updated files are monitored in real time for virus 
infections. Infected files are detected and automatically quarantined in a dedicated 
folder, preventing virus infections in advance to provide users with greater 
reassurance.

USB 3.0-supported devices capable of high-speed data transfers can increase your work 
efficiency tremendously. Using USB 3.0 for the RUF-HSLTV Series security functions 
makes it perfect for business models that involve handling of critical data.

Since any data saved to the RUF3-HSLTV is force-encrypted, you never need to worry about encryption hassles or forgetting to encrypt the data. 
Access to the RUF3-HSLTV also requires password authentication. Even if the drive is ever lost or stolen, the combination of forced encryption and 
password authentication prevents leakage of your vital data.

Strong forced hardware encryption

"Virus check function" automatically detects and 
quarantines infected files
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Specifications

Black

55 x 21 x 9

10 g

0-40°C, 10-85% (non-condensing)

1-year / 3-year / 5-year

Drive Capacity / License

Dimensions

Others
Dimensions (LxWxH, mm)

Weight

Operating Environment

Warranty

RUF3-HSLTV series

DC 5V±5% (USB powered)Power Supply

Standard Compliance USB 2.0 / USB 3.0

Number of Ports 1

Connector Type USB Type A

USB Interface

Key Feature

Data Transfer Rates Max. 5 Gbps

RUF3-HSLTV
Quick Setup Guide
Warranty Statement

Package Contents

Connection USB 2.0

USB 3.0

-

-

Windows
8.1 / 8 (32/64-bit),

7 (32/64-bit),
Vista (32/64-bit), XP

Mac
OS X

10.4, 10,5, 10.6,
10.7,10.8

OS Support

Hardware Data Encryption Virus Check

RUF3-HSL4GTV5(5-year) / RUF3-HSL4GTV3(3-year) / RUF3-HSL4GTV(1-year) 4GB

RUF3-HSL8GTV5(5-year) / RUF3-HSL8GTV3(3-year) / RUF3-HSL8GTV(1-year) 8GB

RUF3-HSL16GTV5(5-year) / RUF3-HSL16GTV3(3-year) / RUF3-HSL16GTV(1-year)

RUF3-HSL32GTV5(5-year) / RUF3-HSL32GTV3(3-year) / RUF3-HSL32GTV(1-year) 32GB

16GB

Units:mm
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